
I n this month’s Shareware Spotlight, I
continue our look at tools for tuning
Windows NT/2000 environments.

Although there is considerable crossover
between versions,

I will be concentrating on shareware aimed at
Windows 2000 in this Spotlight rather than NT4.

NT lacked many expected and fundamental
built-in tools for frequent administration tasks,
often making very basic operations possible
only through third-party add-ons or for-fee
resource kits. However, Windows 2000 marked
a significant step forward by Microsoft in rec-
ognizing the need to ease the routine tasks facing
system administrators by providing built-in
tools. For example, Windows 2000 took full
advantage of the Microsoft Management
Console, consolidating scattered admin tools
in one logical and accessible location.

But of course, even mighty Microsoft
couldn’t think of everything, so let’s take a
look at some low-cost tools that will aid in
handling tuning tasks in Windows 2000 and
XP environments.

DISKEEPER 7.0 BY
EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE

One rather infamous oversight in Windows
NT is the lack of a built-in defragmentation
application. Considering that major disk frag-
mentation can cause system-crippling prob-
lems, this is exactly the kind of flaw that made
life too hard for NT administrators.

Executive Software introduced Diskeeperfor
Windows to fill this gap back in the dark ages
of NT 3.51, and continues to provide a superior
solution even though current Windows versions
now have a built-in defragmentation tool.
While the defragmentation tool on current
Windows releases is useful, it is too basic for
enterprise needs.

Some of you may be familiar with
Executive Software’s version of Diskeeperfor
VMS, and such enterprise-grade expertise car-
ries over into their Windows version. In fact,
the defragmentation application now built in
to Windows 2000 uses Executive Software
technology and was developed in partnership
with Microsoft.

Diskeeper 7.0is the latest iteration of the
product, and it is arguably the predominant

third-party disk optimizer. Running as an
MMC plug-in, Diskeeper’s interface is not
complex, but rather a spare window with sim-
ple buttons to analyze or defragment selected
drives and a graphical depiction of fragmenta-
tion status. It may not be much to look at, but
if you prefer form to follow function, then it is
a good balance between the practical and intu-
itive with straightforward menus and buttons
that are simple and efficient.

Diskeeperprovides important options such
as the ability to select a CPU priority for
defragmentation operations. With Microsoft’s
tool, defragmentation is either on or off,
whereas with Diskeeperyou can set defrag-
mentation to run in the background at idle
times or to run in real time for maximum
speed of defragmentation. Sophisticated
scheduling (termed “smart scheduling” in
Diskeeper) allows you to set defrag opera-
tions on a predictive basis. For example,
based on the trend of fragmentation (say,
activation on an increasing trend) or the per-
centage of fragmented files. This is a significant
timesaver and works well. Of course,
defragmentation can be scheduled manually
with appropriately granular scheduling for
certain time-windows, such as overnight or
every 72 hours. Lastly, there is an option to
run defragmentation when a system is in
screen-saver mode, useful as a method to
keep defragmentation low in a process that
users will scarcely notice.

Disks can be defragmented for maximum
free space, maximum disk performance, or in
a “quick” mode, which simply cleans up the
most fragmented files.

As is to be expected of a professional-grade
tool, nearly all operations can be run in a com-
mand-line interface. On a severely fragmented
system this can be a lifesaver, since severely
fragmented systems may not successfully boot
into a GUI, this provides a very valuable
recovery option.

Two final features clinch Diskeeper’spro-
fessional caliber credentials—comprehensive
activity logging and an exclusion list. The
logging feature tracks all activity including
service start/stop activity, files moved and
paging file actions. The exclusion list allows
you to prevent defragmentation of specific
files, such as temporary files.

My only complaint about Diskeeperis that
if you choose to uninstall, in my experience it
leaves some registry debris behind. I would
like to see a cleaner uninstall, but that is a
small quibble.

And, unfortunately, Diskeeperis not really
shareware. I have included it because it
meets my “low-cost” definition priced at
under thirty dollars for the home edition.
Licenses are available for a wide range of
enterprise deployments, with volume dis-
counts available.

It is well worth the modest price and really is a
“must-have” utility for Windows environments.

MEMORYBOOST PRO 2.6
BY TENEBRIL INC.

Of course, hard disks aren’t the only ele-
ment of Windows prone to fragmentation;
RAM also becomes fragmented with use.
Although in part simply the nature of the
Windows architecture, RAM fragmentation is
primarily a result of poorly written programs
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or mis-tuned systems that fail to free up
memory after applications are quit.

First, an important caveat—memory defrag-
mentation is actually something of a ruse, and
a complex subject with considerable dispute
surrounding its actual benefits.

It is effective in the sense that defragmenta-
tion gives further control over memory activity,
and of course control is what professionals
seek, so I see it as a necessary tool.

For a good explanation of the theory and
technology behind RAM defragmentation I
recommend a look at the Web site of a com-
peting memory defragger MemTurbo.1

It is an excellent product in its own right but
with somewhat fewer features than MemBoost.

It would seem that writing a memory
defragmenting application is almost mandatory
for beginning shareware programmers, so
there is a surfeit of memory defraggers in the
shareware realm. Many of them are dreadful
and represent all the undesirable aspects of
shareware such as instability, lousy interfaces
and dangerous bugs.

MemoryBoost Prois a notable exception
to this rule. A product of Tenebril and Rose
City Software, its convenient and intuitive
tabbed button interface provides access to all
settings and displays. The program runs
inconspicuously in the system tray and has
been reliable and effective in recovering
fragmented memory on my test system. For
certain tasks, this is invaluable. For example,
administering servers rendered unresponsive
to mouse and keyboard activity by intensive
utilization of resources.

Memory leaks lead inexorably to system
crashes, and even well-written applications
may fail to free up some memory after being
closed. Over time, a significant portion of
RAM can become unusable. MemoryBoost
quietly and effectively recovers this memory
in the background. Simply set the threshold
for desired free RAM and minimum
required RAM and MemoryBoostruns on an

as-needed basis. Or if preferred, recovery
can be invoked manually.

Thoughtful features that warrant the “pro”
designation in the name include a panel for
adjusting advanced performance parameters
like File System caching (both path and name)
as well as read-ahead optimization. RAM disk
tweaks are also available in the same tab,
including “chunk size” (to adjust the size of
data writes) and RAM cache values.

Setting behavior explanations are pleas-
ingly accurate. For example, the program
realistically states that it is difficult to pre-
dict how adjustment of “chunk size” affects
performance. Naturally, adjustment of these
parameters can be done in other ways on
Windows systems (via the registry or Windows’s
control panels) but the ease of access and inte-
gration with other memory management tools
are what make MemoryBooststand out from
the crowd.

Memory statistics are constantly displayed
in a system tray widget and may be set to
reflect your preferred metric, such as per-
centage of free RAM or actual Megabytes of
free RAM. Launching the management con-
sole provides pie and graph charting of
resources in use and further detailed statistics
of memory usage.

A nice touch is the “Detective” feature,
which is merely a process viewer with a
twist—a “Sniper” feature that will automati-
cally kill rogue processes of your choosing.
The same tab offers the option to kill all ‘non-
essential’ processes. I was a little less
impressed with this option since there are so
many processes on Windows systems that it
seems ill-advised to offer a ‘one-size-fits-all’
definition of non-essential processes.

Lastly, MemoryBoostallows you to create a
“boost shortcut,” which is simply an applica-
tion shortcut that links to MemoryBoost. Upon
activation, it automatically ‘cleans’ memory
before the launch of selected programs. For
example, before launching a RAM-intensive
application, you may need to maximize usable
RAM. Simply open the boost-linked shortcut,
and by the time the application is fully
launched, you have already optimized avail-
able RAM transparently.

A couple of minor downsides worth men-
tioning: I wish that MemoryBoostallowed
display of free virtual memory, as this is an
important statistic in some environments.
Also, I did encounter some fairly heavy CPU
hits during memory defragmentation. Of
course, there is no way to compact memory
without intensive CPU activity. Instead of the

low/high CPU use settings offered by
MemoryBoost, I would like to see a more
granular approach such as a slider.

MemoryBoostPro is bound to save consid-
erable time over the alternative of rebooting
memory fragmented systems, and that easily
justifies the $19.95 license cost.

PSTOOLS BY MARK
RUSSINOVICH

Last month I covered a few utilities from
one of my favorite sources, Syinternals.Com.
PsTools is another outstanding offering in
keeping with their tradition of superb tools.

Aimed squarely at expert-level administra-
tors, and using simple CLI commands and
switches, PsTools is a study in simple and
effective utility design. It is actually a suite of
tools, and I have singled out below some of its
components aimed at system tuning tasks.

� PsInfogathers significant data about
either local or remote NT/2000 systems.
The application displays the installation
type, service packs, IE version, kernel
build, registered owner, uptime, and the
install date of the OS. On the hardware
side, it displays the amount of
physical memory and the type and
number of processors, as well as
volume information.

� PsService, a service controller and
viewer, is another very useful member
of the suite. Just like the built-in
Windows service utility, you can
perform all the basic starting and
stopping, pausing and restarting actions.
But PsServicegoes beyond these basic
tasks to provide a service search
component. Consider how useful this
would be in searching for, say, every
system on the network running a
DNS server.

� Finally, PsListis a simple process
viewer that packs UNIX level power
into process management. It is capable
of viewing processes and thread
statistics on remote systems. Its partner
in the suite, PsSuspend, allows you to
suspend processes. Notice I said,
suspend, not kill! You can re-enable
processes to complete their tasks when
you see fit. Now that’s control!

Of course, many of the tasks these tools
perform can be accomplished with elements
of the Microsoft Resource Kit, but PsTools
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reinvents these tools, and for a given task it is
the superior choice. And it’s freeware.

CONCLUSION

In an ideal world, all the tools we use to
do our jobs would be this simple and effec-
tive, and maybe they’d even be free. Of
course, that’s not the case, but it’s nice to
know there are a few tools out there that set
such a high standard.

That wraps up our look at Windows tuning
tools. If you have any suggestions for future
topics, or a favorite utility I’ve overlooked that
you’ve found to be a lifesaver, let me know!
Comments and suggestions are always wel-
come. jimj@naspa.com.  

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He
worked in broadcast engineering in the early
’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned
to support early PCs, networks and embedded
systems. Later, he became interested in graphics
and publishing as full-time network administrator
in the publishing field. Jim holds several industry
certifications and specializes in support of multi-
platform environments.
1 http://www.memturbo.com/thoeryofoperation.htm
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